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Abstract—Quality of experience (QoE) becomes both the holy grail and a free-for-all in adaptive bitrate (ABR) video streaming. On the one hand, the design, operation, and evaluation of ABR algorithms increasingly rely on QoE. On the other hand, QoE frequently receives only cursory attention in this supporting role, with many of its important aspects treated with insufficient care. As a complex subjective notion, QoE is directly measurable through subjective tests, which incur evident overhead. While an objective QoE model represents a scalable automated means for QoE assessment, QoE models proliferate without consensus on their goodness due to numerous influence factors, construction methods, and usages. The model proliferation creates a false impression that proposing a new QoE model without a proper validation is acceptable. Because the multifaceted QoE problem involves separable and often separated tasks of test conducting, model building, and model using, this separation of concerns causes additional complications. By leveraging two large real datasets of individual QoE perception, this paper reviews the status quo in QoE, identifies various pitfalls, and offers guidelines for test conducting, model building, and model using, so as to foster high standards in future work on QoE in ABR video streaming.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Quality of experience (QoE) plays an important role in the design, operation, and evaluation of networked computer systems that serve humans. Qualinet, a European Cooperation in Science and Technology Action, provides a two-sentence definition for QoE [1]. This definition, endorsed by the International Telecommunication Union (ITU) [2] and widely cited in general, distinguishes two pertinent aspects of QoE. First, QoE captures the overall satisfaction of a user with an application as perceived by this user, i.e., QoE is a subjective personal notion. Second, QoE depends on the user’s current state that has multiple dimensions, e.g., network connectivity, device type, and application content.

This paper studies QoE in adaptive bitrate (ABR) video streaming [3], an application that heavily dominates the Internet traffic [4], [5]. The origin server of an ABR streaming session partitions the video into chunks and encodes every chunk into multiple representations in the form of bitrate-resolution pairs. The ABR algorithm of each client independently requests a representation for the next chunk in order to handle varying network conditions and clashing performance objectives. When the requested bitrate is too high, the chunk arrives too late for uninterrupted playback, and the resulting stall of the video at the client degrades QoE. On the other hand, requesting a low bitrate reduces the video quality and thereby hampers QoE too. Although the terminology and discussion in this paper are for ABR streaming, we consider the paper’s general takeaways as being relevant to QoE in other kinds of networked computer systems.

While appealing as a basis for user-centered system design, operation, and evaluation, QoE raises a variety of practical complications. In particular, QoE subjectivity implies that direct assessment of QoE involves subjective tests where human raters provide scores for experiences presented to them. However, lab-based subjective assessments consume significant amounts of time and effort, and online crowdsourcing alternatives mitigate the overhead concerns only to some extent [6], [7].

The overhead of subjective tests fuels the emergence and wide spread of QoE models. A QoE model automatically derives QoE from objective influence factors (IFs), such as stall duration and bitrate changes across consecutive chunks [8]. Traditionally, the construction of a QoE model presents a series of experiences to a group of raters, averages the raters’ individual scores to compute the mean opinion score (MOS) of each experience, and approximates QoE as a function mapping the considered IFs to MOS. The advantage of the traditional QoE modeling is that only a relatively small group of raters participates in subjective tests whereas the constructed QoE model automates QoE assessment for all users of the application without imposing any subjective-test overhead on a huge majority of them.

Despite offering the scalable automated support for QoE assessment, QoE models spawn new difficulties. Human perception of video is complex, and many IFs of different kinds are pertinent to QoE [9]–[13]. Besides, practical considerations necessitate that the IFs of a QoE model are measurable by the entity that uses the QoE model, with these measurements being sufficiently accurate and incurring only low overhead. For example, although research indicates promise of electroencephalographic signals as IFs of QoE [14], a streaming provider is unlikely to deploy a large-scale application that attaches electrodes to the users’ scalps. Instead, it is typical for
an application available to directly measure stall duration and estimate available network bandwidth based on throughput observations in the client. QoE models also diverge with respect to the approximation function that maps the considered IFs to QoE. For instance, closed-form expressions and learning-based approaches are both common in QoE modeling. Consequently, there exist a large number of diverse QoE models.

The diversity of QoE models also arises due to different usages of the models. Timing and accuracy considerations might necessitate different models for design, operation, and evaluation of systems. In particular, a complex QoE model might be suitable for offline design or evaluation but not for real-time operation of an ABR algorithm. For example, whereas the peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) [15] and video multimethod assessment fusion (VMAF) [16] are metrics of video quality that dramatically differ in their computational requirements, [17] relies on PSNR to predict video quality during live streaming and leverages VMAF to evaluate the actually achieved video quality.

Besides, the multifaceted QoE problem involves separable tasks such as test conducting, model building, and model using. Test conducting performs subjective tests. Model building constructs QoE models based on subjective scores. Model using utilizes QoE models in system design, operation, or evaluation. A single work might handle multiple tasks. For instance, iQoE [18] both conducts subjective assessments and constructs personalized QoE models. Sensei [19] and Ruyi [20] address all three tasks of test conducting, model building, and model using. ARTEMIS [17] neither builds nor validates a QoE model and instead uses an existing QoE model to evaluate its proposal that dynamically configures the bitrate ladder of a live ABR streaming session. The separation of concerns in dealing with QoE has both positives and negatives. On the one hand, the focus on a single task enables its more thorough execution. On the other hand, the limited outlook might derail the overall effort, e.g., when an ABR algorithm uses a QoE model validated for dissimilar settings.

The importance, complexity, and separation of concerns put QoE in a precarious position. The widely recognized importance of QoE creates expectations to consider QoE in ABR video streaming, at least for evaluation if not for design and operation. However, QoE complexity makes comprehensive treatment of QoE difficult. Furthermore, the diversity of existing QoE models creates a false impression that one may easily introduce a new QoE model without a proper validation. Hence, QoE becomes both the holy grail and a free-for-all.

In this paper, we review the current landscape of QoE in ABR video streaming and zoom in on a number of areas including: (a) scoring scale, interface design, and experience selection for subjective tests, (b) validation, value interpretability, and capping of the value range in QoE modeling, (c) mismatch between usage and construction of QoE models, (d) evaluation of QoE models via correlation vs. error metrics, and (e) QoE evaluation of ABR algorithms. We identify problems afflicting these areas and offer advice on how to rectify the situation. Our methodology leverages real data and arranges the advice in accordance with the classification of QoE-related tasks into test conducting, model building, and model using. In recommending the good practices for subjective assessments, construction and usage of QoE models, our overarching aspiration is to foster high standards in future work on QoE in ABR streaming. While we expect the increased awareness and good practices to be the most valuable for newcomers to the field, this paper serves as a wake-up call for the entire community to acknowledge and address the identified problems.

II. BACKGROUND

QoE has its roots in quality of service (QoS), an earlier notion from packet-switched computer networking. QoS characterizes network performance via such metrics as the transmission rate, packet loss, end-to-end delay, and delay jitter provided to applications [21]. Two main features differentiate QoE from QoS. First, QoE shifts the focus from objective system performance to the user’s subjective perception of the performance. Second, while QoS is rather an umbrella term for multiple metrics, QoE constitutes a holistic concept capturing the user’s overall satisfaction with the application. The evolution from network-centered QoS to user-centered QoE not only fulfills the interests and needs of application providers but also is relevant to network operators. For example, a network operator might utilize a QoE model as a basis for allocation of link capacities to video streams [22].

In subjective QoE tests of ABR video streaming, an experience refers to a sequence of chunks played back by the client to a rater who provides a score for the experience. When a subjective test collects scores for a series of experiences to support construction of a QoE model, the test also records the IF values of each rated experience. To keep the load on the raters manageable, the series of experiences should be relatively short. [23], [24], [25], and, to a smaller extent, [26] select the experiences and their IF values to be representative of real-world settings.

The scoring scale is an important element of subjective testing methodologies, including those standardized by ITU [27]. For instance, absolute category rating (ACR) is a popular method with a five-level scale where integers from 1 to 5 constitute bad, poor, fair, good, and excellent levels [28]. Another common scale consists of 100 levels where level ranges 1-20, 21-40, 41-60, 61-80, and 81-100 correspond to bad, poor, fair, good, and excellent QoE, respectively [18], [23], [24], [29]. While such discrete absolute scales are the most typical, alternative testing methods employ continuous scales for scoring an experience, assess QoE degradation rather than QoE itself, or perform pairwise comparison of experiences [27], [30]. According to [31] and [32], usage of continuous vs. discrete scales results in no significant statistical differences in QoE assessment.

Building a QoE model based on the experiences’ scores and IF values has many methods of different kinds at its disposal. Although classification techniques seem a natural fit for modeling of discrete QoE scores, regression methods
To the five-level ACR scale, the 1-100 scale gives the raters an opportunity to express their QoE perception with a finer granularity, which might make the QoE assessment more accurate. On the other hand, the 100 levels increase the raters’ uncertainty about which specific level to choose, and the increased cognitive load on the raters might degrade the assessment accuracy due to hasty or careless decisions.

To analyze how the number of scale levels affects QoE rating, we consider the distributions of individual scores in the Waterloo-IV and iQoE datasets. Because the experiences chosen by the datasets deliberately cover the entire 1-100 scale to support construction of accurate QoE models, we expect the popularity of the individual scores across the scale to be smooth if not uniform. With the uniform distribution, the popularity of each score would be 1%.

For the 32 HDTV raters of the Waterloo-IV dataset, Figure 1a depicts the distribution of the score popularity that is neither uniform nor close to being smooth. Instead, there is a small number of scores that spike in popularity compared to the adjacent scores. In particular, the score of 50 dominates by grabbing 6.37% of all score occurrences and apparently drawing attention to itself at the expense of the other scores in the 41-59 range. The next nine popular scores, in decreasing order of decreasing popularity, are 100, 70, 80, 75, 60, 65, 85, 90, and 40 that capture 4.30%, 3.55%, 3.14%, 3.07%, 2.77%, 2.70%, 2.69%, 2.49%, and 2.05% of all score occurrences, respectively. The results suggest that, in agreement with prototype theory [49], the raters form their own new categories of scores where the prototype of each category is either a score divisible by five or the lowest score of 1. When presented with an experience, a rater determines a matching new category and reports the category prototype as the score for the experience.

Figure 1b plots the 14,400 individual scores in the iQoE dataset. Despite conducting the tests in online rather than lab settings, the qualitative results are remarkably consistent with those for Waterloo-IV. A small number of prototype scores gain disproportional attention, spiking high above the nearby scores. The scores of 50 and 100 stand out again by attracting 5.49% and 5.58% of all score occurrences, respectively. The other five scores exceeding the popularity threshold of 2% are 70, 80, 60, 40, and 90, with them getting 2.67%, 2.66%, 2.57%, 2.42%, and 2.10% of all score occurrences, respectively. The next four scores in order of decreasing popularity are 65, 85, 95, and 75. Similarly to the findings for Waterloo-IV, scores divisible by five emerge as the prototypes of the score categories newly formed by the raters.
Our analyses indicate that 100 levels are clearly excessive for subjective assessment of QoE in ABR streaming, at least by the factor of five given the popularity of scores divisible by five. Raters’ responses in the iQoE post-assessment survey support this sentiment. Hence, we align our recommendation on the scoring scale with the perspective in [31], [32] that a small number of levels, e.g., five in the ACR scale, are sufficient for efficient accurate characterization of QoE:

(Test conducting) Use a scoring scale with a small number of levels, such as the five-level ACR scale.

V. INTERFACE DESIGN FOR SUBJECTIVE ASSESSMENTS

The prominence gained by score 50 in the Waterloo-IV and iQoE datasets deserves a separate discussion. 50 is by far the most popular score in comparison to all other intermediate scores on the 1-100 scale in Figure 1. In the iQoE dataset, this outcome might arise partly due to score 50 constituting, as Figure 14b in [18] shows, the initial position of the handle on the slider in each iQoE assessment. Because keeping the handle in the initial position before submitting the score of 50 is effortless, and the effort to change the score by dragging the handle from 50 to 51, 60, or 61 is about the same and not negligible, it seems logical that the popularity difference between scores 50 and 51 compared to scores 60 and 61 is significantly larger. Although another likely contributor to the dominance of intermediate score 50 is its central role on the 1-100 scale as the middle point in the ternary QoE perspective between the extreme scores of 1 and 100, our previous observation highlights the importance of designing an unbiased interface for subjective tests, e.g., by randomizing the initial position of the handle on the slider in different assessments:

(Test conducting) Design an unbiased interface for subjective assessments, e.g., a randomized initial position of the slider handle.

VI. EXPERIENCE SELECTION FOR SUBJECTIVE TESTS

The outcome of subjective tests depends significantly on the experiences presented to the raters and, in particular, on the IF values of these experiences. Hence, the choice of the tested experiences and their IF values is an important task. However, the following three circumstances complicate the task. First, multiple IFs characterize an experience. Second, an IF might have many potential values, e.g., stall duration spread between 0 and 5 s. Third, a rater is capable of evaluating only a relatively short series of experiences.

Despite the importance, the selection of experiences routinely lacks in sufficient care. Specifically, it is common to select values for an IF across the experience series in a simplistic manner, such as by drawing the values uniformly or randomly from the range of the IF’s possible values. While choosing the values for stall duration and frequency in the randomly uniform fashion, [30] employs other ad-hoc rules for video quality. [50] and [51] adopt similar approaches for their IFs of video quality and stalling. [52] restricts stalling to either beginning or middle of experiences.

To examine experience selection, we utilize the iQoE set of the 1,000 experiences generated through simulations on real network traces with three ABR algorithms and a bitrate ladder comprising 13 representations indexed from 1 to 13. Representation 1 has bitrate 235 Kbps and resolution 320×180. The bitrate and resolution in representation 13 are 16,800 Kbps and 3,840×2,160, respectively. Figure 2a shows that representations 1, 5, and 13 are the most frequent, with each of them taking in this realistic experience set a larger share than 15%. Representations 8 through 11 are the least frequent, with their individual shares in the experience set falling below 3%. The plot contrasts this realistic distribution with the randomly uniform sampling of the representation index between 1 and 13. Figure 2a clearly illustrates that the randomly uniform selection of values for the representation index gives unrealistically high attention to unpopular representations 8 through 11 and unrealistically low attention to popular representations 1, 5, and 13.

We change the IF of interest to stall duration and compare its realistic value distribution in the iQoE experience set against the randomly uniform sampling of stall duration between 0 and 5 s. Figure 2b plots kernel density estimates for the two alternatives. In the realistic distribution, stall duration is predominantly below 0.5 s and rarely exceeds 2 s. Thus, the uniform selection of values for stall duration substantially exaggerates the real stalling behavior.

The above analysis illustrates that uniform and other simplistic approaches to experience selection are unrealistic, thereby endangering the validity of conducted subjective tests. Thus, we give the following advice:

(Test conducting) Realistically select experiences for subjective tests and, in particular, with respect to the IF values across the tested experiences.

VII. VALIDATION OF QoE MODELS

Sections IV, V, and VI demonstrate that subjective tests require a substantial amount of thoughtfulness in their setup in order to appropriately collect scores needed for constructing a QoE model. On the other hand, a QoE model in ABR streaming is rarely a goal in itself and instead receives an auxiliary role in the design, operation, or evaluation of ABR algorithms. This might be a reason why various QoE modeling efforts are insufficiently careful. It is not uncommon to propose...
a QoE model based on abstract considerations without a proper experimental validation.

QoE model B [33] is a prominent example of the validation concern. The model employs a linear approximation function and combines four IFs as a weighted sum with predefined weight values. [33] introduces QoE model B without conducting subjective tests and does not validate its choices of the linear function and specific IFs. A simple experiment only illustrates how three sets of weight values affect the QoE value produced by the model. Because [33] and [43] leverage QoE model B in their respective MPC and Pensieve algorithms, the success of these pioneering QoE-based ABR algorithms heightens attention to this QoE model and inspires numerous attempts to improve it. The improvements by QoE models G [34], R [35], S [36], V [37], and N [38] primarily target the usage of the bitrate as a proxy of video quality in QoE model B. For example, instead of the bitrate, PSNR and VMAF characterize video quality in QoE models R and V, respectively. However, the above extensions of QoE model B neither question nor validate its major underlying assumptions, such as the linearity of its approximation function.

The existence of the prominent family of QoE models that lack a proper validation leads us to dual recommendations which are both obvious and unfortunately relevant:

(Model building) When proposing a QoE model, validate it through subjective tests.

(Model using) Use validated QoE models only.

VIII. VALUE INTERPRETABILITY OF QOE MODELS

Lacking validation of a QoE model might have another negative side effect of the model values losing their interpretability. Due to the separation from subjective tests and their scoring scale, the QoE model is likely to yield values that defy interpretation by humans. For example, while Figures 8 through 15 in [43] evaluate different ABR algorithms via three variants of QoE model B, the values produced by the QoE_lin and QoE_hd variants range from −0.5 to 3 and from −1 to 15, respectively, and it remains unclear how these two empirical value ranges relate to the bad, poor, fair, good, and excellent levels of the common scoring scales.

The disconnection of QoE values from their interpretation also undermines their utility for comparison of different ABR algorithms. Although higher values produced by a QoE model typically indicate better quality of experience, the lacking interpretability of QoE values translates into lacking interpretability of their differences, e.g., of whether a QoE increase with a new ABR algorithm is not meaningful due to falling within the just-noticeable difference (JND), i.e., the maximum difference imperceptible by a human [53].

The above problematic example of QoE model B and its variants that produce both negative and positive values calls for a word of caution about reporting only relative changes in QoE. Consider an ABR algorithm achieving a positive QoE value which lies arbitrarily close to zero. If another ABR algorithm surpasses this QoE value by a small amount, the relative QoE increase might be 100%, 1,000%, or higher even when the absolute increase is within the JND, i.e., meaninglessly small.

Our discussion in this section highlights dangers of segregating a constructed QoE model from subjective, humanly interpretable perception of QoE. Hence, we argue for QoE models that support interpretation of their values. Apart from the advantages for QoE evaluation of ABR algorithms, the value interpretability equips QoE models with other strengths, e.g., their direct applicability as synthetic raters [18]. Besides, we contend that the values produced by the QoE model should be positive numbers so as to facilitate their mathematical treatment, including meaningful relative comparisons. While both desired properties hold for the range of QoE values aligned with the five-level ACR scale, we advise the following:

(Model building) Construct a QoE model producing positive interpretable values, e.g., in the range consistent with the five-level ACR scale.

IX. CAPPING OF THE VALUE RANGE

Whereas Sections VII and VIII expose general problems in the construction of QoE models, we now examine specific technical reasons why these problems arise. Even when a QoE model aspires to align its value range with a humanly interpretable scale, the common reliance on unconstrained regression does not assure such alignment, including on the data used to train the regression. We consider the 450 experiences assessed by the 32 HDTV raters in Waterloo-IV and retain only the experiences devoid of stalling. For ease of exposition, we characterize each of the remaining 326 experiences with a PSNR sum, a new single IF calculated as the sum of the PSNR values across all seven chunks in the experience.

Figure 3a presents a scatter plot of the PSNR sum and MOS for the 326 experiences as blue dots. The graph also depicts as a red line a QoE model constructed on this data via linear regression with the least squares fitting. The solid portion of the line represents the QoE values between 1 and 100, i.e., within the 1-100 scoring scale of Waterloo-IV. The respective range of the PSNR sum is from 108 to 388. However, four experiences in the training data have a larger PSNR sum than 388, and the QoE model returns 100.1, 102.3, 102.3, and 104.6 as the QoE values for these four experiences. Thus, due to the reliance on the unconstrained regression, the constructed QoE model produces values beyond the targeted scale even on the training dataset.
A simple way for a regression-based QoE model to address the problem of unconstrained regression is to cap the regression output to an intended range of values. For example, [6], [35], and [54] apply capping to prevent negative values, with [6] and QoE model R [35] imposing the nonnegative limit on the outputs of Petrangeli model [55] and QoE model B [33], respectively. [56] and [57] align QoE values with the five-level ACR scale by restraining the values to the range from 1.05 to 4.9 for QoE model P and various models from [40], [52], [58], [59], respectively.

An alternative to the output capping is to use an approximation function with built-in adherence to the intended value range. For instance, QoE model L [42] utilizes a hyperbolic tangent function to guarantee values within the range between $-1$ and 1 and then linearly transforms the guaranteed range to match the five-level ACR scale. [39] configures the exponential function of QoE model F so that the regression always yields values between 1 and 5. [18] creates synthetic raters by adopting a sigmoid function that assuredly produces values between 1 and 100. [60] guarantees QoE values between 0 and 100 by using a sigmoid function as well.

While not advocating a specific method for ensuring that a QoE model produces values within the targeted range, we view such assurances as important for the interpretability of the QoE model and make the following recommendation:

(Model building) Construct a QoE model that assuredly returns values in the intended interpretable range.

X. MISMATCH BETWEEN USAGE AND CONSTRUCTION

Restricting the values produced by a QoE model to an intended range does not ensure their meaningful interpretation. Figure 3b enhances Figure 3a by adding a scatter plot of the PSNR sum and MOS for the 43 stalling-free iQoE experiences as green dots, where the PSNR sum again refers to the sum of the PSNR values across all chunks in the experience. However, unlike Waterloo-IV with its seven-chunk experiences, the iQoE dataset composes its experiences from four chunks, and the PSNR sum across the 43 stalling-free iQoE experiences varies from 67 to 119. Consequently, the linear QoE model trained on the Waterloo-IV data, i.e., the red line in Figure 3b, returns values within the intended 1-100 range for only four of the 43 experiences. These QoE values are 1.7, 3.8, 4.0, and 4.1, clustering at the bottom of the range. The other 39 experiences receive QoE values smaller than 1 and as low as $-14.4$. Even with the regression output capped from below by 1, the QoE model characterizes the 43 experiences with values between 1 and 4.1, which is meaninglessly low because the iQoE dataset carefully assembles experiences to cover the entire QoE spectrum from bad to excellent levels.

The observed problem occurs due to the different settings during the usage and construction of the QoE model. While the training Waterloo-IV data contains seven-chunk experiences with the PSNR sum ranging from 200 to 401, the testing iQoE data employs four-chunk experiences with the PSNR sum varying from 67 to 119. Unfortunately, the mismatch between the usage and construction settings is not uncommon.

For instance, [6] and [61] use QoE model P in settings that differ from those explicitly assumed in its construction, such as experiences that last less than a minute or contain more than five stalling events.

The mismatch problem becomes graver because many QoE models do not describe their construction settings fully, clearly, or at all. For example, QoE models P [41] and L [42] do not publicly release their training modules. Furthermore, [42] trains QoE model L on three datasets and only vaguely describes the roles played by two of them in the training. Similarly, [55] leaves the construction settings of its Petrangeli model unclear by simply referring to [54] and [62]. Thus, even an entity willing to use QoE models appropriately might be unable to do so because the models do not disclose their construction settings.

We suggest addressing the problem by quenching its fundamental source, i.e., by using a QoE model in settings covered during its construction. Although there are alternative heuristics, such as extrapolation or normalization of IF values, these heuristics rely on simplifying assumptions and have ad hoc applicability. The following dual advice promotes the general fundamental solution:

(Model building) Annotate the proposed QoE model with its construction settings.

(Model using) Restrict the usage of QoE models to their annotated construction settings.

XI. CORRELATION VS. ERROR

Evaluation of QoE models commonly utilizes metrics of correlation or error. Both kinds of metrics characterize the relationship between the ground-truth subjective scores and values produced by a QoE model. Quantifying the strength and direction of the relationship between these two variables, the correlation metrics include Pearson linear correlation coefficient (PLCC) and Spearman rank correlation coefficient (SRCC), which deal with the two variables’ values and their ranks, respectively. Both PLCC and SRCC vary from $-1$ (perfect negative relationship) through 0 (no relationship) to 1 (perfect positive relationship). On the other hand, mean absolute error (MAE) and root-mean-square error (RMSE) are metrics of error in regression problems and measure differences between the subjective scores and values returned by the QoE model. While MAE treats all individual differences equally, RMSE assigns larger weights to larger differences.

Similarly to Section IX, we utilize the 326 stalling-free Waterloo-IV experiences assessed by the 32 HDTV raters. This time, the only IF is the mean VMAF computed as the average of the VMAF values across all seven chunks in the experience. We apply the Nelder-Mead method [63] to build three regression-based QoE models that employ logarithmic, linear, and quadratic approximation functions. Specifically and respectively for the logarithmic, linear, and quadratic QoE models, we aim to minimize MAE, minimize RMSE, and maximize PLCC with (0, 0), (0, 0), and (2, 2, 1) as the initial simplex.
The evaluation in [42] employs only PLCC and RMSE.

While [30], [57], and [65] ignore MAE, [52] excludes RMSE. Not unusual for evaluations to omit some of the metrics. For example, [37], [59], and [64] consider correlation metrics only. Table II reports the MAE, RMSE, and PLCC varieties, are important due to quantifying different relevant aspects of QoE models, it is not unusual for evaluations to omit some of the metrics. For example, [37], [59], and [64] consider correlation metrics only. Our findings are superior to correlation metrics in their utility for evaluation and understanding of QoE models [29], our position is that metrics of both types are pertinent because of their potential to unveil dissimilar conclusions. For the same reason, we advocate using multiple metrics of the same type, e.g., both MAE and RMSE as error metrics. Hence, our recommendation on metrics is as follows:

(1) MAE, RMSE, PLCC:
(2) Error and correlation (metric)

Although the above analyses on the Waterloo-IV and iQoE data indicate that error and correlation metrics, including their MAE, RMSE, and PLCC varieties, are important due to quantifying different relevant aspects of QoE models, it is not unusual for evaluations to omit some of the metrics. For example, [37], [59], and [64] consider correlation metrics only. While [30], [57], and [65] ignore MAE, [52] excludes RMSE. The evaluation in [42] employs only PLCC and RMSE.

On the question which metrics to use, we call for diversity of perspectives. In spite of existing arguments that error metrics are superior to correlation metrics in their utility for evaluation and understanding of QoE models [29], our position is that metrics of both types are pertinent because of their potential to unveil dissimilar conclusions. For the same reason, we advocate using multiple metrics of the same type, e.g., both MAE and RMSE as error metrics. Hence, our recommendation on metrics is as follows:

(1) MAE, RMSE, PLCC:
(2) Error and correlation (metric)

XIII. QoE EVALUATION OF ABR ALGORITHMS

Moving the evaluation focus from QoE models to QoE achieved by ABR algorithms, we start by analyzing the usage of QoE models for ABR evaluation. We use 945 (i.e., 70%) of all 1,350 experiences in the Waterloo-IV dataset to train QoE models B, G, R, S, V, N, F, and A, i.e., eight parameterized models from Section II. After the training, these QoE models produce values predominantly within the 1-100 range. The training dataset of 945 experiences includes 189 (i.e., 70%) of the 270 experiences generated with each of Waterloo-IV’s five ABR algorithms. To test the achieved QoE, we consider Pensieve, MPC, BBA, and TR as four well-known schemes among these five ABR algorithms. For each of the four tested ABR schemes, we evaluate the average QoE over the remaining 81 (i.e., 30%) of the 270 experiences generated with this ABR scheme. We conduct this QoE evaluation by separately using each of the 10 QoE models from Section II, including models P and L which return values in the 1-5 range. Because QoE models P and L come without public training modules, our evaluation uses these two models in their publicly released configurations without any retraining.

Table II reports the QoE performance achieved by the four ABR algorithms according to the 10 QoE models. For each QoE model, the table highlights in orange and blue the performance of the three QoE models along with their training Waterloo-IV data. All three models perform identically with respect to SRCC by achieving the same value of 0.184. Table I-a reports the MAE, RMSE, and PLCC performance of the three QoE models and, for each of the metrics, highlights in orange the cell with the best performance. The results reveal that each of the logarithmic, linear, and quadratic QoE models outperforms the other two counterparts in regard to MAE, RMSE, and PLCC by providing the best values of 14.8, 19.5, and 0.115, respectively. On the one hand, it is not surprising that the QoE model achieving the best value for a metric is the model constructed to optimize this metric. On the other hand, it is remarkable that the performance of this QoE model is never the best in regard to the other metrics.

We also conduct a similar analysis for the logarithmic, linear, and quadratic QoE models trained on the 43 stalling-free iQoE experiences from Section X. The only IF is the mean PSNR calculated as the average of the PSNR values across all four chunks in the experience. To build the logarithmic and linear QoE models, we apply the Nelder-Mead method to minimize MAE with (1, 0) as the initial simplex. For the quadratic QoE model, we strive to maximize PLCC with (2, 0, −1) as the initial simplex.

Figure 4b plots the training iQoE data and three regression-based QoE models. Again, the SRCC performance is the same across the QoE models, with all three models delivering the identical value of 0.127. In regard to MAE, RMSE, and PLCC, Table I-b confirms the qualitative conclusion reached above for Waterloo-IV: while each of the QoE model outperforms its counterparts in one metric, the performance of this QoE model is not the best with respect to the other metrics. Our findings manifest that the advantage of a QoE model in regard to one metric might be misleading and that substantiating the overall goodness of the QoE model necessitates its comprehensive evaluation via multiple metrics.

Although the above analyses on the Waterloo-IV and iQoE data indicate that error and correlation metrics, including their MAE, RMSE, and PLCC varieties, are important due to quantifying different relevant aspects of QoE models, it is not unusual for evaluations to omit some of the metrics. For example, [37], [59], and [64] consider correlation metrics only. While [30], [57], and [65] ignore MAE, [52] excludes RMSE.

On the question which metrics to use, we call for diversity of perspectives. In spite of existing arguments that error metrics are superior to correlation metrics in their utility for evaluation and understanding of QoE models [29], our position is that metrics of both types are pertinent because of their potential to unveil dissimilar conclusions. For the same reason, we advocate using multiple metrics of the same type, e.g., both MAE and RMSE as error metrics. Hence, our recommendation on metrics is as follows:

(1) MAE, RMSE, PLCC:
(2) Error and correlation (metric)

TABLE I: MAE, RMSE, and PLCC performance of the three logarithmic, linear, and quadratic QoE models.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Metric</th>
<th>Logarithmic</th>
<th>Linear</th>
<th>Quadratic</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MAE</td>
<td>14.8</td>
<td>15.4</td>
<td>26.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RMSE</td>
<td>20.5</td>
<td>19.5</td>
<td>30.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PLCC</td>
<td>0.053</td>
<td>0.105</td>
<td>0.115</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE II: Average QoE performance of ABR algorithms on the Waterloo-IV dataset according to different QoE models.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Algorithm</th>
<th>B</th>
<th>G</th>
<th>R</th>
<th>S</th>
<th>V</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>F</th>
<th>A</th>
<th>P</th>
<th>L</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pensieve</td>
<td>37.58</td>
<td>59.22</td>
<td>62.95</td>
<td>61.93</td>
<td>54.60</td>
<td>54.60</td>
<td>66.48</td>
<td>58.03</td>
<td>3.13</td>
<td>3.97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MPC</td>
<td>58.91</td>
<td>71.17</td>
<td>66.07</td>
<td>66.56</td>
<td>67.64</td>
<td>67.64</td>
<td>63.81</td>
<td>69.31</td>
<td>3.93</td>
<td>3.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BBA</td>
<td>58.92</td>
<td>73.92</td>
<td>64.79</td>
<td>64.97</td>
<td>67.71</td>
<td>67.71</td>
<td>66.54</td>
<td>66.92</td>
<td>3.46</td>
<td>4.73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TR</td>
<td>53.62</td>
<td>63.74</td>
<td>67.90</td>
<td>68.74</td>
<td>69.04</td>
<td>69.04</td>
<td>66.17</td>
<td>69.44</td>
<td>3.88</td>
<td>3.32</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Increase, % | 0.02 | 3.86 | 2.77 | 3.28 | 1.96 | 1.96 | 0.09 | 0.19 | 1.29 | 1.19 |

The evaluation in [42] employs only PLCC and RMSE.
and shows the relative improvement of the former over the latter in the bottom cell. Table II shows that TR provides the highest average QoE according to five of the 10 QoE models, with the relative QoE improvement over the second-best ABR algorithm ranging from 0.19% to 3.28%. BBA delivers the highest QoE according to four QoE models. MPC provides the best average QoE according to QoE model P only. Pensieve is never on top and ends up being the second-best ABR algorithm according to two of the 10 QoE models. The findings show that the choice of a QoE model for evaluation of ABR algorithms significantly affects which of the algorithms achieves the highest QoE. [66] tunes various ABR algorithms for four QoE models and reaches the same conclusion that the ability of an ABR algorithm to outperform its counterparts depends on the QoE model selected for QoE evaluation.

Nevertheless, a widespread practice is to evaluate QoE performance of ABR algorithms by using only one QoE model or a small set of similar QoE models. For example, [43] evaluates QoE under Pensieve vs. other ABR algorithms via three similar variants of QoE model B. The QoE evaluation of STALLION [67] employs a version of QoE model B that accounts for latency. [68] compares QoE of its Stick proposal and baseline ABR algorithms by utilizing differently parameterized instances of a single QoE model.

The concerns about using only one QoE model to evaluate QoE performance of an ABR algorithm get exacerbated when the design or operation of the evaluated ABR algorithm relies on the very same QoE model. Instead of detecting any systematic error introduced into the ABR algorithm by the QoE model, such QoE evaluation espouses and exonerates the bias of this QoE model. Besides, the evaluation gives the ABR algorithm an unfair advantage in comparison with other ABR algorithms that do not employ this QoE model in their design and operation. This bias problem afflicts the evaluations in [33], [37], and [69].

Given the diversity of existing QoE models and the lack of a single, universally accepted QoE model, we argue that QoE evaluation of ABR algorithms should use multiple diverse QoE models. The alternative perspectives offered by multiple QoE models mitigate the biases of individual models and promote comprehensive evaluation of QoE achieved by ABR algorithms. Hence, our recommendation on the usage of QoE models for evaluation of ABR algorithms is as follows:

(Model using) Evaluate ABR algorithms via multiple diverse QoE models.

The shift from QoS to QoE aspires to provide, among other goals, a holistic metric of the user’s overall satisfaction. The lack of consensus on the most appropriate QoE model indicates that this aspiration still falls short of its fulfillment. [33], [43], and [70] evaluate QoE performance of ABR algorithms by not only using QoE models but also assessing individual IFs employed by the QoE models. Furthermore, [34], [36], and [71] relinquish QoE models altogether and appraise QoE in the QoS style by evaluating only individual IFs. In this regard, we again follow the spirit of comprehensive evaluation through diversity of perspectives and advise that QoE models and individual IFs meaningfully complement each other in QoE evaluation:

(Model using) To evaluate QoE provided by ABR algorithms, complement usage of QoE models with appraisal of individual IFs.

The constellation of problems that plague objective QoE evaluation of ABR algorithms brings usage of subjective tests back into the spotlight. Despite the larger overhead, direct assessment of QoE via subjective tests is attractive due to its higher accuracy. Although conducting large-scale subjective assessments is not always feasible, we strongly recommend considering this option for QoE evaluation of ABR algorithms:

(Test conducting) Use subjective tests to evaluate QoE achieved by ABR algorithms.

XIII. Conclusions

This paper reviewed the current landscape of QoE in ABR video streaming. Based on two large real datasets of QoE perception by individual raters, we identified and examined various QoE-related pitfalls in test conducting, model building, and model using. Our analyses also derived the following guidelines for improving the status quo:

- **Test conducting:** We recommended scoring scales with a small number of levels (such as the five-level ACR scale), unbiased interface design (e.g., with a randomized initial position of the slider handle), realistic selection of IF values across the tested experiences, and usage of subjective tests to not only build QoE models but also evaluate QoE performance of ABR algorithms.
- **Model building:** Our paper argued that a proposed QoE model should be validated via subjective tests and annotated with its construction settings, that the QoE model should produce positive interpretable values in the intended range, and that evaluation of the QoE model should utilize metrics of both error and correlation (such as MAE, RMSE, and PLCC).
- **Model using:** We suggested usage of validated QoE models and only in their annotated construction settings, as well as evaluation of ABR algorithms via multiple diverse QoE models and individual IFs.

The chief aspiration of this paper was to improve awareness of various problems in the current treatment of QoE and to indicate a way forward. We hope that our observations will help to foster high standards in future work on QoE in ABR video streaming.
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